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Our Next Meeting:
Our next meeting will be on Monday, January 18th,
6:30 pm, at HobbyTown USA! As per custom
we’re going to wrap up at 8 PM and go to Logan’s for
dinner.

Before we get too deep into our newsletter and
discussing the show from last weekend…… Here’s
an important message about our Nationals Bid:
As announced at ModelCon, we will be hosting a
meeting on Feb 27th, time TBA, to go over planning
and organization needed for the Nats. Please do
your best to mark your calendar and be there for the
meeting. If you think hosting ModelCon is a lot of
work, wait until we get a Nats! It will really be all
hands on deck, and we'll be reaching out to other R3
Chapters for their help. We need to demonstrate our
commitment to the endevour by having as many of
us there as possible. Also, lets start thinking about
who would like to do what. I'll have a list of what we
need come the next meeting and we can start talking
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about who wants to do what, and maybe even more
importantly, who would be good at what!
THANKS TO ALL WHO MADE OUR SHOW
SUCCESSFUL I want to express my appreciate to
all our club members (and helpful guest too!) that
worked so hard to make the show last weekend a

success!
ModelCon 2016 In the Rearview Mirror
See Update from Mike Moore on Page 2
C-40 Caught By Emanuel Roland: See
Page 5
Vignette: A Bitter Harvest- Jack Bruno
continues to send us great articles - Page 6
A Few Wee Bits that Came in via our Web
Page : Page 8

Our Last Meeting: Page 9 show a series
of photos by Emanuel and a list of who
brought what that Jeff maintains.
Show Flyers through the rest of the
newsletter
An interesting link sent by Frank
Edwards : Page 27
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ModelCon 2016 - In the Rearview Mirror
By Mike Moore

Well, another January, another ModelCon. There isn’t much I can say other than WOW! What a great show! Seriously, I
don’t know what you all (yup, there is still some Yankee left in me, even after 15 years) thought, but I can tell you that 6 years
now that we’ve been doing this, this was by FAR the easiest I’ve had it, and the most enjoyable one yet. The plans came together well, the vendors came in droves, the entrants were right up there with our best, the models were right up there with
our best, and everyone pitched in with whatever they could. The good news is that I had time to enjoy the show. The bad
news is that I had time to spend more money than I should have!
So, how about a few stats:


Entrants – 97



Models – 448





Aircraft 113

o

Armor 107

o

Auto

107

o

Ships

17

o

Figures 29

o

Sci-Fi

25

o

Misc

12

o

Photos 13

o

Dio

o

Junior 23

Vendors
o

18
42

Tables 94

As you can see, a very healthy turnout. Not a record for models or entrants, but pushing it. And it is a record for vendors and
vendor tables!
Once again the Convention Center came through for us and everything was right, and any changes we wanted or needed to
make on the fly were accommodated without even breaking stride. Complaints? I only heard a couple. Downsides? The
plaques were again an issue. After our previous plaque shop proved hard to work with last year, I tried someone new.
Suffice to say I’ll be looking for another new shop. What we got looked good, but they weren’t what we ordered, and I had to
leave the show on Friday afternoon to pick them up. AAAARRRRRGGGGGHHHHH.
The best part (other than I got to spend money in the vendor area)? The judging. We got going earlier this year than last on
both Friday and Saturday. The result? We had judging and scoring well in hand as we approached the end of the day on Saturday. There was no mad rush to get the best of’s or best in show selected, and we were comfortably handing out awards at
4:10pm. We still have a kink or two to work out, but overall, we have made huge strides in the last 6 years.
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This year was also a relatively star studded year for us. Take a look at this picture (and no, I’m not referring to Bob Colbert,
though I do wonder if he knows who he was rubbing elbows with!)

. Do those hats look familiar? If you watch “Street Outlaws” on Discovery, they should. Yup, that’s Farmtruck and AZN! I
caught up with them as they wandered the vending area on Friday. If they were going to be around on Saturday afternoon, I
was gonna ask if they would pick their favorite Auto model and I’d get a special plaque made up for the “Best Farmtruck and
AZN Car Model”. Though AZN especially seemed into the idea, unfortunately they were only at WoW for the day and had to
be at another show in Ohio on Saturday. But I’m telling you, they seemed very into the whole show. They didn’t just pop in
and out. As you can see, they spent some time looking at ALL the models and a fair amount of time perusing the vendors.
Maybe I planted a bug in their ear and they’ll be back next year? Oh, and in case you’re wondering, their names aren’t really
Farm Truck and AZN. Sean “Farmtruck” Whitley goes by Farmtruck because of the 1970 C-10 pick-up he races on the show.
Battered and beaten, with a camper shell, he apparently loves suckering the unwary into races. Jeff “AZN” Bonnett is
Farmtruck’s loyal side kick. I don’t want to make assumptions, but I can only guess how he got the AZN moniker (on the show
it sounds just like Asian)!
One a more serious note, we had another special visitor. Many of us are familiar with or have at least heard of the Spitfire
“Lonesome Polecat” and its pilot Lt. William Skinner. Well there was a Gold Medal model of it, built by Ken Niles, at the
show:
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Even better, we had someone closely associated with the plane, check it out!

That’s Mrs. Skinner, the widow of William Skinner, visiting from New Jersey! And here’s a picture of her holding a portrait of
her late husband, in the cockpit of Lonesome Polecat!

And here’s a picture of Mrs. Skinner and Ken. I don’t quite have the full story from Ken, but if I’m reading between the lines
correctly, I believe that the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Skinner lives with her family in Atlanta and got connected with Ken to
build a model of her father’s mount. Knowing Ken and his talent quite well, I can say she made a great choice having Ken
build the model. From what Ken told me, Mrs. Skinner was thrilled with the model, and quite surprised and gratified by how
many folks were aware of her husband and she reveled in the attention she got from the modeling community Saturday. I’m
only sorry I didn’t get the chance to meet her. Congratulations and nice job Ken!
So, all in all, by any measure, I think it’s safe to say we hosted a great show last weekend! In spite of the hard work, the sore
feet, and empty wallet at the end, I had a blast. I can only hope everyone else did! As for more complete photo coverage of
the show, that will have to wait until next month’s newsletter, and folks getting pictures to me to put up on the web site!
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“Emanuel The Picture Taker”
caught these images of a USN C-40
recently making Touch N Goes at
the Chattanooga Airport Enjoy!!!!

Emanuel photographically records each of our
meetings and really helps
make this newsletter possible. He is also quite the
local {Aircraft Spotter and
often catches images of
significant planes in the
area
5

Vignette: Bitter Harvest
Built By Jack Bruno
[Editor’s note: We all really appreciate Jack! He faithfully supplies us with an article each
month. (His writing style that taxes my computer’s spell checker is fun to read!) His smiling
face was here at our show and we all had a good time with him! The article he sends this
month happens to be something he put on the table at our convention. Please enjoy, face
the north Chicago land, and raise a THANK YOU!!!!)]

Not much of a departure from what I usually
do..... but I was inspired by some new
products at my Local Hobby Shop. A long
time ago I was drinking alone at Club 390 and
was thinking about this vignette that centered
around a Jagdpanther bogged down in a
Farmer's Field. A week before this I made an
order from an online shop in which I
purchased 7 DRAGON/CYBERMODEL kits
that all featured Magic Track. One of the kits I
bought was the Mid-Production Panzer IV
Ausf. J that included all the bells and trinkets
for a Command Tank. What sealed the deal
was new products by JTT. The Dried Corn reminded me of the vision so over the coarse of four days I ran
with it. The kit was built out of box, however, I added leftover FRUIL Track from a few previous projects. I
threw in a Sherman Road wheel for good measure. Again, as my style, the entire tank was sprayed flat
black. I added three different shades of dark yellow to give it depth and then sprayed VALLEJO "stencil"
white. I focused the white on the center of the panel's and working outward. I wanted to show wear on the6

edges away from the white
so I also added some
streaking Payne's Grey oil
paint from WINDSORNEWTON with a small
brush. I then glossed it
over with future and gave it
decals. When dry I
glossed over the decals
with a brush and then gave
several oil washes. I also
added many MIGMENTS
sealed with Tamiya
Thinner. I did use cotton
panties to wipe off the film,
after all, it is
Christmas. With the Tank
looking good I started work
on the base. Finding one
at Goodwill I mixed up
some Celluclay and added white glue for awesome stickiness.........reminds me of a gal i used to
date.........laying it out I build up some furrows and planted the ready made corn. After this was all dry I
sprayed the ground and futured it as well. Another oil wash followed and there ya go ! Just to give it some
color I added some rust Migments on the track armor. Hope Ya Like it and I hope all of you had a GREAT
Holiday Season!!!! Who Loves Ya??? Why, Blue Belly ya Goose ;)
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A Couple Items Submitted to Us Thru Our Web Page
From: Squarespace Services <no-reply@squarespace.com>
Date: January 9, 2016 at 10:56:19 AM EST
To: hlpetty@comcast.net
Subject: Form Submission - Chapter Contact
Reply-To: jhfinn1@hotmail.com
This email was transmitted via www.chattanoogascalemodelers.com.
Submitted from address c-68-34-154-69.hsd1.tn.comcast.net/68.34.154.69.
---------------------------------------------------------------------Your Name: James Finn Your Email: jhfinn1@hotmail.com Subject: model building service Message: Hello ..... I'm interested
in having someone with professional skills build a desktop ship model for me. We have purchased the model, but require
someone with greater skills than our own to build it. I'm a Vietnam veteran going to surprise a buddy in April with a model
of our ship, the U.S.S Morton, DD948. The model is resin and I believe its 228 : 1 scale. It comes with a desktop display rack.
I have built models as an O scale train buff but I want this built a a more professional level.
Thanks ................ JIM

This email was transmitted via www.chattanoogascalemodelers.com.
Submitted from address 139.89.222.87.dynamic.jazztel.es/87.222.89.139.
---------------------------------------------------------------------Your Name: Agustin Prellezo Your Email: info@mhm.guide Subject: MHM Travel Guide for modellers Message: Dear friend,
I would like to introduce our new web page, MHM Travel Guide, the first travel guide focused exclusively on Modellers and
Military History enthusiast.
In our map you will find find interesting places to visit, as museums, historical sites and monuments. There are also model
contests, air shows or reenactment events. And we have included the meeting location of hundreds of modeller societies
and clubs.
We have included your society in our map. You will be able to modify the location, and correct the description text if required. If your society does not appear in the map is due to insufficient info in the web. Let us know the details and it will be
published in few days.
But you can get even more: MHM will advertise your forthcoming events, shows or contest. Only give us advance notice of
the event. And all free of charge!
It would be greatly appreciated if you could share this info with your friends, in your blogs, web sites…
Contact us: info@mhm.guide or mhm.guide@gmail.com

Web page: www.mhm.guide
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James Burton
Bob Colbert
Mike Fiore
George Fugett
Tom Gaston

6

Ben Gibby

7

Gary Hargess
Horton Herrin
Don Hixson
Jeff Mattheiss

8
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11
12
13
14
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16

Mike Moore
Lynn Petty
Emanuel Roland
Dave Scott
Tim Simmons
Ed Sunder

– Books: Tankograd Conqueror KURSK (huge)

– 1/720 Revell Germany HMS Prince of Wales

– Hobby Color Converter APP/Android
– 1/72 Airfix Spitfire Mk XIX RAF Malaya ‘54
– 1/50 Artesia Espana 1805 Virginia Pilot Boat Swift

– Photos

Photos from
our last
meeting
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2016 Atlanta Model Figure Show
sponsored by the
Atlanta Military Figure Society
The 2016 Atlanta Model figure Show will be held on
February 19th, 20th and 21th, 2016
at the
ATLANTA MARRIOTT CENTURY CENTER
2000 Century Boulevard, NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30345-3306

Show Theme - "Jine the Cavalry"

PRE-REGISTRATION
Those wishing to pre-register may do so by downloading the Preregistration form and forwarding the form and payment ($15) to the:

Pre-registration Coordinator
P.O. Box 154
Lindale, GA 30145

All pre-registrations must be postmarked no later than January 15, 2016 in order
to have time for forms and confirmation to be returned in a timely manner. Any
pre-registration requests after this date will be processed as quickly as possible,
but may not reach the individual in time to be of any use..

http://www.atlantafigures.org/2016-show-info.html
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Frank Edwards sent this link to those who are into airliners. This could make an interesting little model. I Googled it
to make sure it isn’t a prank. It is reall!!!!! A Fifth Engine on a Boeing 747...who would have thunk it?????

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3392372/The-plane-nervous-flyers-Massive-Qantas-jumbo-jet-flies-Sydney-South-Africa
-FIVE-engines-attached-wings-airline-deploys-rarely-used-transportation-method.html
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